
The "FACE IT" Solution for Effective Listening

Has this ever happened to you? You rush home from school just bursting to tell your Mum or Dad what happened in
school that day but you find they have the newspaper in front of their face and even when they drop the paper down
half-way, you can see they aren't really listening. 

One student solved the problem of getting her Dad to listen by saying, "Dad, move your face, when I'm talking to you.''
This simple solution will force even the poorest listener to adopt effective listening skills because it captures the
essence of good listening. 

Good Listeners Listen with Their Faces *

The first skill that you can practice to be a good listener is to act like a good listener. Use body language to show you
are listening. One way to do this is to tilt your faces towards the speaker. 

A second skill is to use another sense organs besides your ears - you. You can be a better listener when you look at the
other person. Your eyes pick up the non-verbal signals that all people send out when they are speaking. By looking at
the speaker, your eyes will also complete the eye contact that speakers are trying to make. A speaker will work harder
at sending out the information when they see you are looking as well as listening. Your eyes help complete the circle
of communication.   * CAUTION: In some cultures it is considered disrespectful to make eye contact, and lowered
eyes do not necessarily mean that someone is not listening.

When you have established eye and face contact with your speaker, you must then react to the speaker by sending out
non-verbal signals. Your face must move and give the range of emotions that indicate whether you are following what
the speaker has to say. By moving your face in response to information, you can better concentrate on what the person
is saying. Your face must become an active catcher of information. 

It is extremely difficult to receive information from a speaker when your mouth is moving information out at the same
time. A good listener will stop talking and use receptive language instead. Use words like I see . . . un hunh . . . oh
really, words to encourage the speaker. This forces you to react to the ideas presented, rather than the person. You can
then move to asking questions, instead of giving your opinion on the information being presented. There are times
when you should keep verbal responses to a minimum, such as when someone is giving a formal speech or telling a
story, or any other presentation that should not be interrupted. 

A final skill is to  use your mind to concentrate on what the speaker is saying. You cannot fully hear a point of view or
process information when you argue mentally or judge what the speaker  is saying before he or she has completed. 
Keep an "open mind". An open mind is a mind that is receiving and listening to information. If you really want to
listen, you will act like a good listener. Good listeners are good catchers because they give their speakers a target and
then move that target to capture the information that is being sent. When good listeners aren't understanding their
speakers, they will send signals to the speaker about what they expect next, or how the speaker can change the speed
of information delivery to suit the listener. Above all, a good listener involves all of his or her face to be an active
moving listener. 

Things to Remember 

If you are really listening intently, you should feel tired after  the speaker has finished because you have been working
using your listening skills. When you find yourself daydreaming during a listening session, change your body position
and concentrate on using one of  the above skills. Once one of the skills is being used, the other active skills will come
into place as well. Your body position defines whether you will have the chance of being a good listener. Good
listeners are like poor boxers: they lead with their faces. A speaker's words won't mean anything unless they are
understood by the listener. The listener must be an active participant for  communication to take place. 
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